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The microbial communities living on and in vertebrate hosts have myriad effects on
their hosts, potentially including fitness and speciation. Microbiomes are influenced
by both intrinsic (from the host) and extrinsic (from the environment) factors, but
the relative contributions of each are unknown for most non-model species. Abiotic
environmental factors can influence the microbiome directly but it is less clear how
abiotic gradients shape microbiome communities in the wild. Here, we captured
eight wild Anna’s hummingbirds from three different elevations along their elevational
distribution in California and moved them directly to a middle (“Within Range”) elevation.
After some time at this elevation, the birds were moved in captivity to an “Above
Range” elevation, and two birds were later moved back to the Within Range elevation.
Fecal and food samples were collected longitudinally and the V4 region of the 16S
rRNA gene analyzed. The most abundant phyla in all samples were Fusobacteria,
Firmicutes, Actinobacteria, and Proteobacteria. Individual Bird ID explained the greatest
amount of microbiome variation at 27.5%, signifying some amount of stability in the
Anna’s hummingbird fecal microbiome. Sample elevation explained 19.6% (p = 0.001)
of the variation using weighted UniFrac, but only 2.0% (p = 0.047) using unweighted
UniFrac, implying a change in abundance of bacterial lineages in the microbiome but
not in the presence or absence of the microbes. Additionally, Fusobacteria were 7.0x
more abundant in the Above Range elevation samples while Firmicutes were 0.3x
lower. A thorough understanding of how the environment can shape the microbiome
may assist in conservation efforts and a general understanding of host-microbiome
relationships in an era of rapid and global environmental change.
Keywords: Riemerella, avian, altitude, Streptobacillus, Calypte, microbiome, 16S rRNA gene

INTRODUCTION
A microbiome is the community of microorganisms in a specified location (Bäckhed et al., 2005)
and the microbiomes of vertebrates have myriad effects on their hosts, from digestion (Oliphant
and Allen-Vercoe, 2019) and behavior (Borre et al., 2014) to lifespan (Smith et al., 2017) and
brain development (Heijtz et al., 2011). Microbiomes are important for the health of hosts and
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anna) disperse upslope during the summer months, extending
their elevational range from sea level to approximately 2,500 m
above sea level, but all move to lower elevations in the winter
during the breeding season. At the higher elevations, Anna’s
hummingbirds experience reduced competition, predation, and
parasitism (Jankowski et al., 2013). There is also evidence that this
species has only recently lived in high elevation habitats in the
summer months, as historical data from the early 20th century in
California indicates that the species was then only found in lowto-mid elevations throughout the year (Grinnell and Miller, 1986;
Tingley et al., 2012).
Other systems indicate elevation can affect microbiomes.
Coqui frogs (Eleutherodactylus coqui) sampled along an elevation
gradient in eastern Puerto Rico show no significant alpha
diversity changes in the microbiome, but beta diversity metrics
consistently differed across the elevation changes (Hughey et al.,
2017). How microbiomes may change with current and expected
future elevational shifts is currently unknown, nor how that will
affect the bird physiology.
The goal of our study was to assess how elevation
affects microbiome richness and taxonomic composition in
an experimental and semi-wild captive experiment. Anna’s
hummingbirds were captured from three elevations across their
natural range in the summer of 2018 in CA, United States, moved
to a middle “Within Range” elevation, and later moved to a
higher “Above Range” elevation while the fecal microbiome was
sampled longitudinally (Figure 1). Fecal microbiome samples
were collected at the two elevations allowing us to track the
changes within individuals and thus infer causality.

can affect the onset, duration, and severity of diseases, including
intestinal diseases, metabolic diseases, obesity, cardiovascular
diseases, and others (Kinross et al., 2011; Nicholson et al.,
2012; Tu et al., 2020). Most knowledge of vertebrate-associated
microbiomes derives from mammalian hosts (Bleich and Fox,
2015; Colston and Jackson, 2016; Davenport et al., 2017;
Sharpton, 2018). Host genetics was originally identified as
the main influence on the human microbiome composition
(Goodrich et al., 2014), but human environment (i.e., living
conditions and behavior, including diet) may be the larger driver
(Rothschild et al., 2018). Whether mammalian microbiome
results apply broadly is unknown (Hird, 2020; Song et al., 2020)
and species-level microbiome information for non-model taxa
provide important basic and contextual information about hostassociated microbiomes.
Birds are important contributors to our environment,
economy, and food sources, though few studies have
experimentally investigated what influences their microbiome.
The role of the external environment on the avian microbiome
appears to vary across studies and systems. For example: in
brown-headed cowbirds, sampling location is a larger correlate
of microbiome diversity than host taxonomy or ecology (Hird
et al., 2014). Similarly, the location in which the adult woodlark
and skylark reside shapes their microbiome (van Veelen et al.,
2017). Birds living in urban environments have more diverse
microbiomes than those in rural environments (Phillips et al.,
2018). Together these show the importance of the environment
on the microbiome. Conversely, when 59 neotropical bird species
were sampled, the environment was not shown to be a statistically
significant correlate to microbial diversity (Hird et al., 2015).
Nest parasitic birds have significantly different microbiomes than
non-parasitic young raised in a shared nest, indicating a greater
role for genetic than environmental influence (Ruiz-Rodríguez
et al., 2009). Cloacal microbiomes of free-living rufous-collared
sparrows were different between the different sexes and among
the different seasons; male and female birds showed different
cloacal microbial communities but both changed throughout the
breeding season (Escallón et al., 2019). Contrastingly, sex has
been not significant in other avian microbiome studies (Hird
et al., 2015, 2018). While these studies show that intrinsic and
extrinsic factors may affect the avian microbiome, causal studies
are needed to determine the extent to which each does.
Hummingbirds (family: Trochilidae) have extremely small
body sizes and high metabolic requirements (Beuchat and Chong,
1998). They live almost exclusively in states of hyperglycemia
so extreme that similar conditions would likely cause severe
tissue damage or death in mammals (Beuchat and Chong, 1998).
Additionally, hummingbirds can live at high elevations with
highly variable environmental conditions. Hummingbirds are
well equipped to deal with most challenges of high elevation, like
low ambient temperature, decreased air density, and low oxygen
availability (Altshuler and Dudley, 2006). However, there are also
physiological costs. At higher elevations, hummingbirds reduce
their translational velocities, accelerations and decelerations, and
rotational velocities while also making less frequent complex
turns, showing behavioral compensation for the costs of living at
high altitude (Segre et al., 2016). Anna’s hummingbirds (Calypte
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling
Anna’s hummingbirds are a medium-sized hummingbird
native to Western North America (Clark and Russell, 2020).
In the summer of 2018, we captured Anna’s hummingbirds at
three different elevations along their elevational distribution
in the Central Valley and Sierra Nevada of CA, United States:
0 m (sea level, “Low”), 1,219 m (“Medium”), and 2,438 m
(“High”). Eight birds were captured from each elevation
and transported immediately, while fed every 45 min, to
Big Pine, CA, United States (elevation: 1,219 m above
sea level; 37.1649◦ N, 118.2895◦ W, “Within Range”). All
hummingbirds were housed individually in wooden cubicles
(0.75 m × 0.75 m × 0.75 m) with one single mesh wall to
allow for natural air and lighting. Hummingbirds were provided
ad libitum access to NEKTON-Nektar-Plus (NEKTON GmbH,
Keltern, Germany)–a hummingbird-specific food that provides
carbohydrates, proteins, and vitamins–as well as perches and
water. Hummingbirds were kept at this “Within Range” site for
a variable amount of time due to risks from inclement weather
at high elevations and concern for animal well-being. Birds were
kept Within Range for an average of 13 days (Figure 1) and a
range of 3–20 days. The birds were subsequently moved to an
elevation above their known natural range at Barcroft Station
(elevation: 3,657 m above sea level; 37.5835◦ N, 118.2369◦ W,
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FIGURE 1 | Sampling scheme: Each bird is represented by one row and each day within the study is represented as a separate column starting from June 6, 2018
and ending at August 30, 2018. The birds are grouped by capture elevation.

The remainder of the samples were extracted together with their
own DNA extraction control.

“Above Range”), in the White Mountains of California, and
kept there for an average of 3 days. The longest amount of time
spent at the Above Range elevation was 20 days and the shortest
amount of time spent at the Above Range elevation was 1 day.
Following the Above Range elevation, two birds were moved
back to the Within Range elevation. One bird was kept there for
3 days and one bird was kept there for 7 days.
To collect fecal samples, wax paper was sterilized with a 10%
bleach solution and left to air dry. Birds were housed individually
and enclosures were lined with fresh wax paper daily. Every 24 h,
the wax paper was removed and sterile toothpicks were used
to transfer all of the fecal material from the wax paper to a
sterile micro centrifuge tube. Samples were frozen at −20◦ C and
shipped to the University of Connecticut for further processing.
Additionally, 15 food samples were taken from the Within Range
elevation over the course of the study and six food samples
were taken from the Above Range elevation over the course of
the study. All hummingbirds were captured and retained under
United States Fish and Wildlife Service Permits MB0874540 and MB087454-2 and California Fish and Wildlife Service
Permit SC 006598. All methods were approved under University
of Connecticut Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
Protocols A16-012 and A19-013.

Sequencing
The samples were sequenced at the Microbial Analyses,
Resources, and Service (MARS) facility at the University of
Connecticut, Storrs, CT, United States on the Illumina MiSeq
platform. The V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was sequenced
using the Earth Microbiome Project (EMP) primers and
protocols (Caporaso et al., 2012). The “trial” set was sequenced
with its one sequencing control and the remainder of the
samples were divided across four sequencing runs, each with
their own sequencing controls. Following standard protocol at
the University of Connecticut Microbial Analysis, Resources,
and Services, the Quant-iT PicoGreen kit was used to quantify
the DNA extracts (Invitrogen, ThermoFisher Scientific). GoTaq
(Promega) was used to amplify, in triplicate, 15 µL reactions
of a variable region of the bacterial 16S rRNA genes [V4, 0.8
picomole each 515F and 806R with Illumina adapters and eight
basepair dual indices (Kozich et al., 2013)] with the addition
of 10 µg BSA (New England BioLabs). As most primers do
not match the template priming site, 0.1 femtomole 515F and
806R that does not have barcodes and adapters was added to
overcome initial primer binding inhibition. The PCR reaction
began with a 95◦ C incubation step for 2 min followed by 30
cycles of 95◦ C for 30 s, 50◦ C for 60 s, and 72◦ C for 60 s. The
final extension was completed at 72◦ C for 10 min. After pooling,
the PCR products were visualized through the QIAexcel DNA
Fast analysis (Qiagen) and normalized using the concentration
of DNA from 350-420 base pairs. The QIAgility liquid handling
robot was used to pool the DNA. Mag-Bind RxnPure Plus
(Omega Bio-tek) was used to clean the pooled PCR products
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The MiSeq was used
to sequence the cleaned pool using the v2 2 × 250 base pair kit
(Illumina, Inc.).

Extraction
A subset of all fecal samples were selected for DNA extraction,
targeting the first two samples and the last sample at each
elevation (i.e., Within Range and Above Range) for each bird.
This was to capture rapid shifts in the microbiome and to
determine if the fecal microbiomes reached a stable microbiome
prior to moving the birds to a different elevation. This resulted
in a minimum of four samples per bird and up to nine samples
per bird. Food samples were taken frequently at both sites. Six
food samples were selected for DNA extraction: the first sample,
middle sample, and last sample taken from each site. DNA was
extracted using the QIAamp PowerFecal DNA (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany) kit. The manufacturer’s instructions were followed
except for a 5 min extension of the bead beating step, to produce
a final volume of 100 µl. A “trial” set of 14 samples was initially
extracted and sequenced with its own DNA extraction control.
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Sequence Processing
The sequences were processed using DADA2 in R version
3.6.1 (Callahan et al., 2016; R Development Core Team, 2019).
DADA2 stringently quality controls raw sequences and then
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of sampling, and days in captivity. Consequently, we used the
rarefied sample abundances in a Generalized Linear Mixed
Modeling (GLMM) framework to test for the effects of these
variables for each taxa. Because only two birds were returned
to the Within Range elevation after being moved to the Above
range elevation, the samples taken from those birds at the Within
Range elevation after Above Range elevation were excluded
from this analysis. Given power limitations of small samples, we
further limited analyses to only taxa that were detected in at
least 15 different samples and had a total number of reads (i.e.,
abundance) greater than or equal to 20. These data requirements
limited GLMM analyses to six phyla and 23 genera. We fit taxonspecific models using a (type 2) negative binomial distribution
and a log link, with all three covariates as fixed effects. We
additionally included individual bird IDs as a random effect,
to account for the pseudoreplication of repeatedly sampling
the same bird at different times. Many taxa were additionally
zero-inflated, so for taxa where >10% of all sample reads were
zeroes (21 of 29 taxa), we additionally added a hierarchical
zero-inflation component to our model, where the frequency
of zeroes was modeled with a single intercept. For two taxa
(Asaia and Neokomagataea), the effect of testing elevation lacked
identifiability, as the taxa were never found in samples from
the High elevation site. In these two cases only, a single High
elevation datapoint was randomly changed to the non-zero mean
number of reads from all other samples of the taxa in order
to make the model identifiable. Finally, given the large number
of parameters estimated across all taxa and the risk of false
discoveries, “significant” p-value thresholds were adjusted using
the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure with a false discovery rate
of 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Model fitting was
conducted using the R package glmmTMB (Brooks et al., 2017).
To determine if bacterial taxa were differentially abundant
the DESeq2 package in R was used (Love et al., 2014). Within
the birds captured at the Low elevations, three of the birds
were captured about 4.5–5.5 weeks before the remaining five
birds were captured. Therefore, to test whether time of capture
separately affects the microbiome, the first samples collected
from these eight birds were compared in this package. Prior
to further analyses, these eight samples were rarified to 14,289
sequences, the lowest number of sequences contained by one of
the eight birds. Using DESeq2, plots were created that showed the
logarithmic differences between the two groups of samples in the
phyla and genera that were present using an alpha cutoff of 0.01.

identifies every unique amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) as an
operational taxonomic unit. The sequences were aligned to the
Silva reference database (v. 132) and assigned taxonomy with the
RDP’s Naive Bayesian Classifier (Pruesse et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
2007). Mitochondrial and chloroplast sequences were removed
and the DECIPHER package in R was used to make a multiple
alignment (Wright, 2015). The phangorn package version 2.5.5
was used to create a phylogenetic tree (Schliep, 2011). The
decontam package in R was used to identify potential sequence
contaminants in the negative extraction and PCR controls (Davis
et al., 2018). The samples were divided into their respective
sequencing runs when using the decontam package so that each
run had the extraction and sequencing control that was used with
those samples; all ASVs identified as likely contaminants were
then removed. Following decontam, the phyloseq objects were remerged into one phyloseq object (McMurdie and Holmes, 2013).

Analyses
R was used for all statistical analyses (R Development Core
Team, 2019). For alpha (within sample) and beta (between
samples) diversity analyses, all samples were rarefied to an
equal sequencing depth of 7,675 sequences. We calculated alpha
diversity using the Observed number of ASVs (richness) and
the Shannon diversity index (Shannon and Weaver, 1949); these
were calculated using the phyloseq package (McMurdie and
Holmes, 2013). Rarefaction curves from the vegan package (Jari
Oksanen et al., 2018) were used to assess whether the samples
were sequenced in sufficient depth. Additionally, we conducted
a sensitivity analysis to determine whether a single rarefied set
of samples would adequately propagate uncertainty arising from
the rarefaction process. We subsequently created 1,000 rarefied
versions of our dataset and calculated that uncertainty arising
from rarefaction was trivial–on average, only 0.06% of variation
in Shannon diversity between samples could be attributed to
rarefaction, and only 0.5% of variation in ASV richness of samples
could be attributed to rarefaction. Consequently, our subsequent
analyses were conducted on only a single rarefied set of samples.
The phyloseq and ggplot2 packages were used for microbial
analyses and visualization of results (Wickham, 2009; McMurdie
and Holmes, 2013). Non-metric Multidimensional Scaling
(NMDS) visualized Bray–Curtis, unweighted UniFrac, and
weighted UniFrac distances (Lozupone and Knight, 2005).
Bray–Curtis is a count-based dissimilarity metric. Unweighted
(sequence presence/absence) and weighted (sequence-abundance
weighted) UniFrac distances are phylogenetic metrics. We chose
these metrics to assess complementary aspects of the microbiome.
Statistical significance of the following variables was determined
using the adonis2 function (PERMANOVA) from the vegan
package (McArdle and Anderson, 2001; Jari Oksanen et al., 2018):
the elevations at time of sampling; the elevations on the date of
capture; the sample taken on the date of capture; the first sample
taken for each bird; the first sample at each elevation; the last
sample at each elevation; each sex; the first, second, or last sample
taken at each elevation; the sample types (fecal vs. food); and the
sequencing runs.
For each bacterial taxon, we statistically tested for whether
detection depended on elevation of capture, elevation at time
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RESULTS
Sequencing and Initial Data Processing
A total of 7,197,010 reads came from 126 samples and seven
controls; 7,171,655 were from samples only. After quality control,
6,364,521 high-quality reads remained; 6,354,811 from samples
only. Using decontam, only one run, containing 72 total samples,
was identified to have possible contamination. The four possible
contaminated sequences were removed from all samples in the
run. Following all filtering steps and decontam, there is an
average of 52,339 ± 43,123 reads per sample. Samples were
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Comparatively, taxa were infrequently associated with capture
elevation. Relative to birds captured at High elevations, there
were no significant differences in the relative abundance of
any taxa for birds captured at Low elevations (Supplementary
Table 1). For birds captured at middle elevations, Cyanobacteria
was significantly higher (6.4x), and the genera Coenonia
(0.01x) and Weissella (0.04x) were significantly lower
(Supplementary Table 1).
When comparing the first samples of the Low capture
elevation birds in July to those captured in August, only two
genera were differentially associated with an alpha of 0.01
(Supplementary Figure 2). Weissella was associated at >5fold higher levels with the birds captured in August and
Fructobacillus was associated at >10-fold higher levels with the
birds caught in July.

rarefied to 7,675 reads, the number of reads the sample with the
lowest had after quality filtering steps (Supplementary Figure 1).
Sequencing run was not significantly correlated with microbiome
diversity (Table 1).

Microbiome Taxonomic Composition
There were a total of 742 ASVs present in the samples. Of those,
691 ASVs were present only in the fecal samples and 15 were
present only in the food samples with 36 ASVs shared between
the types of samples. The 36 ASVs found in both hummingbirds
and food comprised 65.8% of the hummingbird microbiome
and were primarily Firmicutes and Proteobacteria (Figure 2).
The hummingbird fecal samples were dominated by four phyla:
Actinobacteria (35.6%), Firmicutes (26.7%), Proteobacteria
(21.8%), and Fusobacteria (15.2%) (Figures 2, 3A). These four
phyla accounted for 99.28765% of all of the sequences and were
consistently seen regardless of Bird ID or sampling elevation
(Figure 2). There were 213 genera present in the samples,
10 genera had abundances greater than 1% of all sequences
in the samples: Corynebacterium (32.1%), Leuconostoc (18.6%),
Streptobacillus (13.0%), Klebsiella (10.3%), Fructobacillus (9.6%),
Rothia (3.8%), Lactococcus (2.7%), Enterococcus (2.0%), Weissella
(1.9%), and Escherichia/Shigella (1.8%).
Mixed-effects models were run on six phyla and 23 genera
that met data requirements (see Methods). Of the resulting 29
GLMM models, one showed a lack of numerical convergence
(Pseudomonas), likely due to low sample sizes. Consequently, we
present results on the remaining 28 taxa and taxonomic groups
with adequate model convergence (Supplementary Table 1).
Mixed-effects modeling showed significant differences
(correcting for false discoveries, see Methods) between the fecal
microbiomes sampled at the Within Range and Above Range
elevations, and, to a lesser extent, as a function of how long
birds had been in captivity (Figure 4). The phylum Fusobacteria
was 7.0x more abundant at Above Range elevations while
Firmicutes was 0.3x lower (Figures 3B,C, 4). These effects were
predominantly caused by genera that were also significantly
associated with one of the two elevations. In particular,
Streptobacillus relative abundance was significantly higher in
Above Range samples (6.9x; Figure 3D), as was–to a lesser (and
non-significant) extent–Riemerella (2.4x). A number of taxa
were significantly associated with the Within Range elevation.
Two genera, Asaia and Neokomagataea were only found in
samples from birds tested Within Range and were entirely
absent from samples Above Range. In addition, Fructobacillus,
Gluconobacter, Klebsiella, Lactococcus, Leuconostoc, Rothia, and
Weissella all were significantly associated with the Within Range
elevation (Figure 4).
Our results also showed statistically significant changes in the
microbiome as a result of how long birds stayed in captivity
(Figure 4). In particular, the phylum Fusobacteria increased
by 1.1x for each day the birds were kept in captivity. Several
genera also increased significantly over time (Figure 4 and
Supplementary Table 1), including the genera Bergeyella (1.1x),
Coenonia (1.2x), Rothia (1.05x), Streptobacillus (1.06x), and
Suttonella (1.08x). No taxa showed a significant decrease in
relative abundance over time in captivity.
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Alpha Diversity
Across all fecal samples, the average rarefied ASV richness
per sample is 30.7 ± 20.1 (range: 9.9–181.7; Supplementary
Figure 3). The average rarefied ASV Shannon diversity per
sample is 1.66 ± 0.50 (rangeI: 0.14–2.56).

Beta Diversity
Food samples modestly clustered away from the fecal samples
and were statistically distinct (weighted UniFrac: r2 = 0.05731,
p = 0.002; Figure 5). The food samples were removed for the
remaining analyses.
Bird ID, Capture Elevation, the sample taken on the date of
capture, and the first sample taken at each elevation were all
significant correlates to microbiome diversity (p < 0.05) for two
of the three tested metrics: Bray–Curtis and weighted UniFrac.
However, there were substantial differences in effect size and
p-value depending on distance metric for each variable (Table 1).
Sample elevation, the first sample taken from each bird, the last
sample at each elevation, and the sample type (Fecal or Food)
were significant for all three of the distance metrics. Individual
Bird ID explained the most variation at 27.511% (p = 0.009;
Supplementary Figure 4) using weighted UniFrac. The variable
that explained the second highest amount of variation was
Sample Elevation at 19.583% (p = 0.001; Figure 6A). Sample
Elevation also had the largest discrepancy between different
metrics as it explained 19.583% (p = 0.001) using weighted
UniFrac but only 1.961% (p = 0.047) using unweighted UniFrac
with Bray–Curtis falling between explaining 11.01% (p = 0.001;
Figure 6).
The sequencing run, sex, and whether the sample was
the first, second, or last taken at the elevation were not
significant (p > 0.05) for the three metrics tested (Supplementary
Figures 5A,B).

DISCUSSION
The microbiome is an important aspect of vertebrate health and
fitness, yet how the microbiome assembles, persists and changes
through time are largely unknown. Additionally, how external
forces affect microbiomes, and particularly avian microbiomes,
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TABLE 1 | Adonis2 results for sample variables using each beta-diversity matrix.
Sample variable

Bray–Curtis

Unweighted UniFrac

R2

P

Bird ID

0.32682

0.001

Sample elevation

0.11008

0.001

Elevation on date of capture

0.05178

0.001

Sample taken on date of capture

0.02741

First sample in study for each bird

R2

Weighted UniFrac

P

R2

p

0.239

0.083

0.27511

0.009

0.01961

0.047

0.19583

0.001

0.02261

0.197

0.05707

0.001

0.007

0.01526

0.097

0.05201

0.002

0.03178

0.001

0.0235

0.028

0.05976

0.002

First sample at each elevation

0.01892

0.039

0.00551

0.753

0.02321

0.044

Last sample at each elevation

0.02501

0.008

0.02369

0.015

0.03578

0.012

Sequencing run

0.04244

0.186

0.04888

0.092

0.03669

0.382

Sex

0.00869

0.45

0.01792

0.056

0.00533

0.635

First, second, or last sample at each elevation

0.02823

0.068

0.01658

0.497

0.02808

0.139

Fecal or food sample*

0.05326

0.001

0.08325

0.001

0.05731

0.002

*Fecal or food sample variable includes the six food samples.
Significant (p < 0.05) indicated by green boxes.

FIGURE 2 | Bacterial composition of the Anna’s hummingbird fecal microbiome: All samples from each bird are grouped together and displayed chronologically.
Birds are grouped by capture elevation. Samples taken at above range elevation have asterisks above them.

is poorly understood but could be significant to the health
of the host. Due to the rising temperatures associated with
anthropogenic climate change, many species are expected to
shift their ranges to higher elevations (Tingley et al., 2012).
Understanding how this shift affects the microbiome, and how
microbiome changes affect the host, will allow us to better predict
if future elevation shifts will be harmful to the birds.
This study shows that elevation can directly affect the Anna’s
hummingbird fecal microbiome (Figures 2–4, 6 and Table 1).
Many birds only have one sample at Above Range elevation, so
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we can not say that this is a long-term or permanent change
in the microbial diversity. Comparing the phylum-level average
relative abundances from Within Range and Above Range,
the percentages of Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria remained
relatively stable. However, the percentages of Firmicutes and
Fusobacteria changed significantly. The Within Range average
contained 0.3x as much Firmicutes while the Above Range
average contained 7.0x as much Fusobacteria (false discovery rate
of 0.05, Figures 3A–C, 4). The Within Range and Above Range
samples cluster apart from each other in the weighted UniFrac
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FIGURE 3 | Comparisons of bacterial composition between sampling elevations. (A) Average relative abundances of samples taken at the two elevations. (B–D)
Amount of sequences of Firmicutes (B), Fusobacteria (C), and Streptobacillus (D) in the samples separated by sampling elevation (dotted line); WR, within range;
AR, above range; WR after AR, within range after above range.

could be performed in a laboratory setting and gut oxic levels
could be monitored within the hummingbirds. Additionally,
quantifying absolute abundance of Firmicutes, Fusobacteria, and
Streptobacillus would be necessary to determine changes in
population size.
One genus of Bacteroidetes, Riemerella, was detected at a
higher level in the Above Range elevation (2.4x higher, Figure 4).
This genus contains only three known species, two of which are
considered avian pathogens: Riemerella anatipestifer, a pathogen
that causes septicemia, and Riemerella columbina, a pathogen
that causes a respiratory disease (Segers et al., 1993; Vancanneyt
et al., 1999; Rubbenstroth et al., 2013). While hummingbirds
have not been reported to contract these diseases, they did
experience physiological challenges at the Above Range elevation
that could potentially be due to, or facilitate invasion by, one of
these pathogens.
Capture elevation explained 5.7% of the microbial diversity in
the fecal microbiomes (weighted UniFrac, p = 0.001; Table 1 and
Supplementary Figure 5C), showing that the elevations in which
the birds were living have an effect on the relative abundances
of phylogenetic lineages within microbiomes. Capture elevation
was also significant using Bray–Curtis (R2 = 0.05178, p = 0.001),
but not unweighted UniFrac (R2 = 0.02261, p = 0.197). This
shows that capture elevation explains 5% of the variation when

NMDS plot with this statistic explaining 19.583% (p = 0.001)
of the variation (Figure 6A). This is a 10-fold higher percent
explained than the unweighted UniFrac, explaining only 1.961%
(p = 0.047) of the variation (Figure 6B). Because unweighted
UniFrac does not take abundance into account and weighted
UniFrac does, this indicates that Within Range and Above Range
samples contain overlapping ASVs, but their relative abundances
shift due to elevation.
Firmicutes are negatively associated with the higher elevation.
Firmicutes are diverse in their oxygen requirements, including
some species that are anaerobic while others are obligate
or facultative aerobes. Fusobacteria, the bacteria that are
more relatively abundant at the higher elevation, are typically
anaerobic. The genus Streptobacillus was specifically associated
with the Above Range elevation and is typically microaerophilic.
This was the only genus of Fusobacteria that showed any
significant changes and is predominantly responsible for the
increase in relative abundance of Fusobacteria at the higher
elevation. Because of the lower effective oxygen concentrations
available at the higher elevations, one hypothesis to explain our
results is that Firmicutes may not be able to thrive at high
elevations, and are outcompeted by Fusobacteria, specifically
Streptobacillus. Experimental corroboration of this would need
to be performed. To formally test this, competition assays
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FIGURE 4 | Mixed-effects modeling of sampling elevation (A) and days in captivity (B). The central diamond is the mean estimate, the thicker line shows the 50%
confidence interval, and the thin line shows the 99% confidence interval. Black indicates significant results using a Benjamini–Hochberg adjustment with a false
discovery rate of 0.05, gray are not significant at this value.

All birds were first transported to and housed at the Within
Range elevation before being housed at the Above Range
elevation; thus, (1) all birds underwent the same initial conditions
and (2) time in captivity could be responsible for shifts in phylum
and genus abundances. Due to the differences in time birds spent
at the Within Range and Above Range elevations, controlling
for the time spent in captivity was possible in our analyses.
No genera or phyla responsible for shifts in sample elevation
were as highly associated with time in captivity (Figure 4). Both
Fusobacteria and Streptobacillus increased significantly per day,
but only at 1.1x and 1.06x, respectively. This indicates that the
time spent in captivity was not the driver of the changes shown in
sample elevations.
Beyond identifying the differences in the Anna’s hummingbird
fecal microbiome due to elevation changes, our results
characterize the hummingbird fecal microbiome and the
longitudinal changes within individuals. We show that the

using simple counts of the taxa, but when phylogeny is taken
into account, the counts are no longer significant until the
abundances of those taxa are incorporated. Birds captured at
middle elevation had significantly more Cyanobacteria (6.4x)
and significantly less Coenonia (0.01x) and Weissella (0.04x)
compared to birds captured at High elevation (Supplementary
Table 1). Among Cyanobacteria, Coenonia, and Weissella, only
Weissella also showed significant differences between Within
Range and Above Range sampling, however, it is more abundant
in Within Range samples and less abundant at Medium capture
elevation samples. Therefore, living at a higher elevation within
the species natural range does not appear to precondition the
microbiome for living at an Above Range elevation. Together
with the high abundance of Riemerella at the Above Range
elevation, these data give rise to a new question: What
are the physiological limits imposed on the host by the
microbiome?
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FIGURE 5 | Non-metric multidimensional scaling ordination constructed from weighted UniFrac of fecal and food microbiome samples at the within range and above
range elevations.

metrics used for beta diversity (Table 1 and Supplementary
Figure 4). Using Bray–Curtis, Bird ID explained 33% (p = 0.001)
and using weighted UniFrac, Bird ID explained 28% (p = 0.009).
When using unweighted UniFrac, Bird ID was not statistically
significant between the two groups, potentially showing that
similar bacteria were present in the samples.
Sex did not explain the differences in the fecal microbiome of
these samples in any of the three beta diversity distance metrics
used (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure 3A), a result that
has been found in other bird species (Hird et al., 2015, 2018).
However, this may not be a consistent result throughout the year,
as birds undergo significant physiological changes throughout
the year and this sampling was conducted during the nonbreeding season.
Diet is frequently an important driver of avian intestinal
microbiomes (Grond et al., 2018). To determine the relationship
between the supplied food and the hummingbird fecal
microbiome, we sampled the food given to the hummingbirds
in the study three times at each elevation the birds were
housed and compared their microbial diversity to that of

hummingbird fecal microbiome is relatively consistent with
respect to the four main phyla: Actinobacteria, Firmicutes,
Proteobacteria, and Fusobacteria (Figures 2, 3). Across many
species, the gastrointestinal tract of birds has been shown to
be predominantly Firmicutes and Proteobacteria with lower
amounts of Bacteroidetes and Actinobacteria (e.g., Waite
and Taylor, 2014; Grond et al., 2018; Capunitan et al., 2020),
including in hummingbirds (Hird et al., 2015). The dominant
phyla in Anna’s hummingbirds are commonly seen in other
avian species, but with higher abundances of Actinobacteria
and Fusobacteria than is commonly seen. The phyla break
down into only ten genera represented at more than 1% in all
of the samples: Corynebacterium, Leuconostoc, Streptobacillus,
Klebsiella, Fructobacillus, Rothia, Lactococcus, Enterococcus,
Weissella, and Escherichia/Shigella. Corynebacterium was the
most dominant at 32.1% of all sequences in all of the samples, a
result shown in other avian microbiome studies (García-Amado
et al., 2018). While elevation explained a high amount of
variation in the samples, Bird ID, or from which bird the sample
actually came, explained the most variation in two of the three
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FIGURE 6 | Non-metric multidimensional scaling ordination constructed from weighted UniFrac (A), unweighted UniFrac (B), and Bray–Curtis (C) matrices of fecal
microbiomes collected from Anna’s hummingbirds in captivity at two elevations. Colors represent the two different sample elevations.

One of the main strengths of this study was that we
experimentally manipulated elevation in wild animals under
natural (semi-captive) conditions. However, because of the
realities of field studies, there were variables outside of our
control. There may be treatment-independent factors affecting
the microbiomes in our study. One such factor is that these were
wild birds that were captured at different times. This study may
only be showing a portion of the variables affecting the Anna’s
hummingbird fecal microbiome. One variable that could have
a factor is date of capture. To determine if capture date did
affect the samples, we compared the microbiomes of the first
samples of the birds caught at Low elevation as three of the birds
were caught approximately 1 month before the other five birds.
Only two Firmicutes genera were differentially abundant due to
when the birds were captured, showing that 1 month difference
in sampling time has a small role in the microbiome samples,
but more information is needed to show to what extent time of
capture changes a microbiome.
Overall, this study showed elevation causes a change in the
Anna’s hummingbird microbiome while birds also maintain some
stability in their microbiome over time. Additional experiments

the fecal samples. 99.6% of the food microbiomes belonged
to Firmicutes and Proteobacteria (Figure 2). There were no
Fusobacteria found in any food samples. Thirty six of the ASVs
present in the food samples were present in the fecal samples
as well. Only 15 ASVs were present in the food samples and
not present in the fecal samples, but 691 ASVs were unique
to the fecal samples. Roughly 65.8% of the fecal microbiome
sequences are from ASVs shared with food samples so there
is high similarity between the fecal samples and the food
samples. However, 34.2% of fecal microbiome sequences were
not in the food samples, meaning more than one third of the
fecal microbiome is not derived from the birds’ current food
sources. The food that an Anna’s hummingbird eats is actively
moved through the digestive tract for <15 min and is retained
(including non-moving time) for 48 min on average (Karasov
et al., 1986), the number of ASVs shared between their food
and the fecal microbiome may be unsurprising. Instead, the
greater than one-third of the fecal samples that come from
unshared ASVs indicates Anna’s hummingbirds host a resident
microbiome that does not solely come from the food immediately
passing through them.
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are needed to assess the physiological outcomes and the
specific limitations that the microbiomes imposes on the birds.
Understanding these limitations posed by how external factors,
like elevation, shape the biodiversity of the Anna’s hummingbird
microbiome could lead to predictions of the consequences of
future potential range shifts due to climate change.
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